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China Dream, the embodiment of national outlook,
illuminates appropriately the conjunction of personal
and national ideals. Needless to say, soaking university
students in the outlook of the remarkable cause and
integrating their value with that of the nation coincide
with its educational objectives. Besides, these two values
promote and supplement each other in a way of dialectical
unity.
In the late 20 century, the successful creation of
American Dream inspires floods of immigrants to the
United State. Consequently, the spirit of innovation and
diligent struggle has been seared into the genetic makeup of people baptized by American Dream. The attraction
of personal freedom and fulfillment lures Americans
to grasp and pursue material possessions and earthly
happiness, while the excessive publicity of American
Dream ultimately brings about its exclusiveness. The
success of the minority is normally achieved at the cost
of the majority. Thus, the American Dream is actually an
elite outlook in the disguise of forgiveness and equality.
Therefore, the American Dream rarely provides social
ladder for the weak and their personal ideals serve as
the sacrifice of the nation. By the way of contrast, China
Dream is universal, national and individual. It is a great
perspective for people’s blessings. Furthermore, socialist
core value makes a common foundation for the dream of
the nation, the people and all ethnic groups. China Dream
is the consequence of integrating and subliming dreams
of 1.3 billion Chinese people and it is rarely the simple
segistration. Oriented as community with the personal
ideals, China Dream springs logically from them, and then
fulfills its final purpose of a win-win situation.
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Abstract

Concerning the work of introducing China Dream into
class, into textbooks and into university students’ mind,
three focal points need to be highly stressed, namely,
laying the solid ideological foundation of practicing China
Dream, enriching and expanding the primary coverage
of practicing China Dream, and then clarifying the
conjunction between students’ voluntary practicing China
Dream and their self-fulfillment.
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INTRODUCTION
The following three focal points deserve our attention
in advocating China Dream on campus, enlightening
and arousing university students’ consciousness and
enthusiasm in practicing the remarkable cause diligently
and voluntarily.
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The essence of China Dream lies in the consciousness
of dialectical unity between personal and national ideals
and the realization of the connection between personal and
national destiny. Besides, university students’ historical
responsibility should be strengthened as well. It’s also
vital for them to build their personal ideals and enjoy the
opportunity for living a colorful life and advancing with
the times under the guidance of China Dream. Meanwhile,
parties concerned should strengthen university students’
ideological foundation and correct their view of the world,
life and value. In addition, they should instruct university
students to love their motherland, the people and the great
Chinese nation. And they should cultivate the students
with the theory of building socialism with Chinese
characteristics and make the acceptance of China Dream
embedded into their cognation and belief. University
students’ reviews and prospects of history and state
condition should be built upon a correct acknowledgement
on reality and law of the country. Parties concerned should
adhere to the socialist road, theory and system, and strive
for realizing China Dream under the leadership of CCP. In
spite of the education on political theory, we should firm
university students’ ideological foundation by the support
of reality, different social sectors and data. Conversely,
the publicity of China Dream in universities will be a
trumped-up fairy tale. Altogether, we should reinforce
their ideological foundation with scientific theory and
firm their faith towards China Dream with spirits of
motivation.

2. ENRICHING AND EXPANDING THE
PRIMARY COVERAGE OF PRACTICING
CHINA DREAM
Parties concerned should grasp the essential connotation
of China Dream and bring forth its theoretical innovation.
The connotation of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese
nation is to bring about the rejuvenation of the nation,
people’s welfare and prosperity of the nation. Certainly,
the publicity of China Dream on campus accommodates
not only elaborating economic and military affairs, aka
hard power, but also culture and system, aka soft power.
In short, realizing prosperity of our nation is building a
prosperous, democratic and civilized socialist country.
The publicity of China Dream should clarify the essential
connotation of rejuvenation of the nation, i.e. the
rejuvenation is not the simple restoration of its historical
domain, and conversely it’s the remarkable contribution
to the world civilization following our predecessors.
Furthermore, we should make clear that people’s welfare
is improving and solving issues of livelihood. It aims
at improving people’s sense of happiness and ensuring
their equal access to colorful lives, dreams and selfimprovement.
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We should investigate the characteristics of China
Dream. Chinese president Xi points out that: “People’s
prospect towards better life is what we are striving for.”
and “We must bring benefits to the people endlessly.”
This statement elaborates not only the commitments of
new central leadership, but also the political appeals. It
clearly reflects the political features of China dream. “The
realization of the rejuvenation the Chinese nation is a
long-cherished wish since modern times.” China Dream is
historic, practical and future-oriented. It reflects Chinese
people’s profound pursuit and its historic features. “China
Dream is for the nation, for all ethnic groups and for
the people”, but “It is for the people eventually.” These
statements reflect people’s prospects and pursuit of better
life. Moreover, they convey the voice of the people, i.e.
hundreds of millions of Chinese people support China
Dream uncompromisingly. Undoubtedly, common
people’s better life is the basic principle of carrying out
China Dream. China Dream is also characterized with
practicalness. And “the realization of China Dream and
people’s better life are still a long way to run. It calls
for the devotion and efforts of the Chinese people. ”
Then, peoples’ passion, confidence and determination of
realizing dreams will get inspired thoroughly. In addition,
it is more inclusive. It not only blurs the definition of
stratum, region and social position, but also clarifies its
stand from a peaceful, developmental, cooperative and
all-win perspective. It is not only a dream for the Chinese
people, but also a prospect for people throughout the
world.
Parties concerned should clarify the evolution of
China Dream and heighten student’s confidence. The
Eighteenth CPC National Congress advances a lifetime
cause of “two 100 years”. Xi mentioned the cause
repeatedly when discussing China Dream, and stated
confidently “Nowadays, we are unprecedentedly close
to the objective of rejuvenating the Chinese nation, and
we are increasingly confident and capable of making it.”
The deep and thorough understanding of its evolution
helps to heighten university students’ confidence and
determination of realizing the dream vigorously. Its
evolution can be roughly divided into three stages, i.e.
the first stage from 1840 to 1949 is called “national
salvation”; the second stage from 1949 to 1978 is called
“national foundation”; and the last stage from 1978 to
now is called “national rejuvenation”. Xi points out
that “we can draw the conclusion that China Dream
witnesses an evolution of spontaneity and consciousness,
besides, it also experiences a process of inferiority and
superiority. It is characterized with phased manifestation
and persistent common direction.” The perspective of
the rejuvenation of the Chinese nation runs through
this period and it reflects the unremitting efforts
and quest of the Chinese people since the modern
times.
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3. CLARIFYING THE CONJUNCTION
BETWEEN STUDENTS’ VOLUNTARY
PRACTICING CHINA DREAM AND THEIR
SELF-FULFILLMENT

their personal accomplishment and balance their ideals
with social devotions. University students are required to
face the hardships and difficulties ahead with unbending
wills and shoulder the responsibilities of rejuvenating the
nation with specific knowledge and independent thinking.
Nowadays, some unhealthy social thoughts shock
people’s great expectations and faith. Accordingly,
university students’ concepts, value and psychological
quality witness the erosion of pluralism, utilitarianism
and frangibility. This induces the “shortsightedness”
and disillusion of university students. The cultivation
of China Dream elaborates their closeness with the
country and clarifies the importance of their efforts of
changing their fate. Parties concerned should encourage
university students to foster great expectations and
integrate their own ideals with that of the nation and
the world. Besides, they should combine their personal
power with that of the public and strive to achieve their
own expectations. The ideological and political education
should support university students and pave their way for
self- accomplishment in spite of inspiring them to seek
dreams. In addition, university students should be entitled
to the education of career planning, selecting jobs and
pioneering spirit. In order to provide them with the insight
of savoir-vivre, education on social norms, including
morality and legality and interpersonal relationship should
be developed among them.
In short, publicizing the work of China Dream has
already become the brand new subject of ideological
and political education among university students. The
core content of realizing China Dream depends mainly
on leading students to the insight of comprehending,
constructing and seeking it. We should integrate these
three focal points with students’ education of patriotism,
ideals and practical abilities. Finally, they should steep
themselves deeply in the process of realizing China
Dream and become men of tremendous promise.

Combined with people’s personal dreams, China Dream
can react positively upon them. China Dream is a specific
prospect closely related to campus life, i.e. “dream of
education”, “dream of occupation”, “dream of personal
development” and “dream of self-accomplishment”. The
combination of China Dream cultivation and students’
self-accomplishment on campus should be integrated to
affect positively the ideological and political education.
Therefore, the adherence to the laws of personnel
development will lead to university students to the
realization of national prospects and personal dreams
under the perspective of China Dream.
University students of the time can foster the scientific
worldly ideal under the guidance of China Dream.
Ideals determine the direction of your life, while faith
determines your career development. In other words, the
absence of ideal leads to calcium deficiency mentally.
Chinese people, including the youth, should have a great
aim and determination to foster a lofty ideal and adhere
firmly to this common aspiration of the whole mankind.
Undoubtedly, socialist road with Chinese characteristics
is a correct approach CCP adopts to realize China Dream,
and it applies to university students’ personal achievements.
Every student on campus holds his own ideal and the desire
of self-accomplishment, thus, the integration of personal
ideal and national prospects, together with the profound
understanding of the reality on socialist construction, helps
them select and foster their ideals.
China Dream motivates university students’ selfaccomplishment. Youth is the colorful and inspiring time
for great expectations and the realization of personal
dreams. The process of realizing China Dream is
definitely the process that students strive and struggle for
their dreams with unbending will. Besides, the prosperity
of the nation, rejuvenation of the nation and people’s
welfare to prop up the framework of China Dream’s core
value. It integrates closely students’ self-accomplishment
with the great rejuvenation of the nation, and motivates
vigorously university students’ future development.
China Dream clarifies university students’
responsibilities of serving the country. The prosperity
and rejuvenation of the country rely mainly on the
development of the youth. Certainly, they shoulder the
important responsibility of realizing China Dream, and
make contribution to the construction of a prosperous,
democratic and civilized socialist country with the attitude
of serving the country and society. Meanwhile, university
students adopt “China Dream” as the keynote to realize
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